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Description Description 2021 Thor Quantum LC22, Thor Motor Coach Quantum LC Class C
gas motorhome LC22 Ford highlights: Queen Bed Dream Dinette Cab-Over Bunk
Closet Flip-Up Countertop Dream all you want while moving down the road in
comfort to find new places to explore. You and your spouse or family will have
four seatbelts, sleeping space for up to six, and kitchen appliances to keep
everyone fed. The flip-up countertop adds more prep space for making meals or
drying dishes. You all can watch the 39" TV with swivel while dining at the Dream
dinette or playing games when you aren't outside relaxing under the 15' power
awning. At night take turns getting cleaned up in the full bathroom, and fall
quickly to sleep on the Serta queen bed, the cab-over bunk and/or the dinette.
Some other features you will appreciate include 12V outlet for CPAP machine and
USB power charging center for electronics in the bedroom, kitchen accent
countertop lights, and the wall cubby with net and USB charging port. With any
Quantum LC Class C gas motorhome by Thor Motor Coach, you will have a Ford
E-Series or Chevrolet chassis depending on the coach you choose, a vacuum-
bond laminated roof, walls and floors with block foam insulation, an 8,000 lb.
trailer hitch for towing, a fiberglass front cap with built-in skylight and power
shade for great views and privacy, plus a modern 7" touchscreen dash with
backup monitor, plug-and-play screen for your road trip playlist, and a dash radio
that connects to the living area speakers. The interior has the Luxury Collection
which includes the Coastline Grey wood color and Charcoal Diamond decor, plus
you will find Leatherette furniture, residential vinyl flooring for durability, and a
cab-over sleeping area with cup holders and a bunk ladder. Choose your
destination, and find comfort all the way there! Sleeps 6 Slideouts 0

1816 mi
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2021 Thor Quantum LC22 $79,995
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 85512R
VIN Number: 1FDWE3FN6MDC23234
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 1825 Tucker Industrial Road, 30084, Tucker, Georgia, United States
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